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Abstract

The impact of low doses of ionising radiation on biological and environmental
systems have been historically difficult to study. Modern biological tools have
provided new methods for studying these mechanisms but applying these tools
to a dose–response relationship may require refinement of dosimetric techniques that incorporate a detailed understand of radionuclide accumulation in
biological cells, particularly when assessing the impact of low doses of ionising
radiation. In this work Pseudomonas putida (KT2440) grown in liquid culture
was exposed to low dose rates (10–20 mGy d−1 ) of 239 Pu and 55 Fe, both alone
and in combination, for a period of 20 days, and the accumulation of 239 Pu and
55
Fe in cell pellets was analysed via liquid scintillation counting. The study
also considered of cells grown with 239 Pu and stable Fe (primarily 56 Fe). In
addition to the analysis of cell pellet and media samples, this work includes
analysis of the radiological content of ribonucleic acid extraction samples
to examine uptake of radionuclides. Results indicate that 239 Pu inhibited the
uptake of 55 Fe, and that the presence of stable and radioactive isotopes of Fe
in cultures may promote pathways for Fe accumulation that are used by 239 Pu.
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The work herein provides foundational insight into future dosimetric models
for our work with environmental bacteria.
Keywords: Pseudomonas putida, plutonium, radioiron, non-proliferation,
bacteria
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation

In this work, Pseudomonas putida has been exposed to 239 Pu (t1/2 = 24 110 years) and 55 Fe
(t1/2 = 2.7 years), as well as stable Fe, in liquid culture. P. putida is ubiquitous in soil and
fresh water ecosystems and has a versatile metabolism that allows it to grow in a variety of
environments (Kahlon 2016). Specifically, the strain selected, KT2440, is a biological safety
strain of P. putida that has been fully sequenced since 2002 and has been used in a wide variety of research activities, so it is well characterised and suited for bioinformatic investigations
(Weinel et al 2002). Ultimately, our goal is to develop a discriminating biosensor for detection of weapons-related activities, however, this process also affords the opportunity to gain
fundamental knowledge concerning the (a) low dose effects to model microorganisms, and (b)
influence of a micronutrient, Fe, on 239 Pu behaviour in a simple aquatic system.
Plutonium-239 is an alpha emitting radionuclide with alpha energies of 5.156 (73.1%),
5.143 (15%), and 5.105 (11.8%) MeV (Shleinen 1992). Iron-55 is a common activation product
that undergoes electron capture (Eckerman and Endo 2008). Iron-55 produces x-rays (5.9
(25%) and 6.5 (3.7%) keV), as well as electrons with average energies 6.1 (140%) and 5.2
(61%) (Shleinen 1992). Ionising radiation emissions from both radionuclides that have a concentration of either radionuclide on or in cells (i.e. internal or extremal accumulation) would
increase the dose received because of the short range of the 239 Pu and 55 Fe emissions in water
(as compared to a dose estimate based on a homogenous distribution of these radionuclides
in liquid culture). The radionuclides selected provide the opportunity to examine both a high
linear energy transfer (LET) (239 Pu) and low LET (55 Fe) source of radiological exposure.
The objective of the presented study is to determine the relative activity of 239 Pu and 55 Fe in
the common environmental bacteria P. putida to inform future efforts to characterise the dose
from ionising radiation received by the bacteria in our cultures.
1.2. Relevance

The study of both high and low-LET ionising radiation at low doses is poorly characterised in
biological systems such that even exposures of P. putida to 239 Pu and 55 Fe alone is of relevance
to the literature (National Research Council 2006). However, when studied in combination, the
effects of Fe in stable and radioactive forms on 239 Pu accumulation and 239 Pu presence on 55 Fe
accumulation must be considered to compare the results to studies where 239 Pu and 55 Fe are
used singly because of their shared pathways and chemical manipulation by siderophores. The
utility of this knowledge is not exclusive to applications related the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons and can be applied to the broad environmental problems inherent with the use and
disposal of materials that contain Pu. The study of common microorganisms provides insight
into the effects of ionising radiation at low-doses in environmental settings as these organisms
are often indicators of environmental health and can provide pathways to the food-chain via
low-trophic level organisms (Lacoue-Labarthe et al 2016).
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2. Material and methods
2.1. Bacteria culture information

P. putida KT-2440 ATCC 47054 was grown from glycerol stocks in 100 ml of M9 minimal media in 250 ml baffled flasks on a New Brunswick I24R (Eppendorf AG, Germany)
temperature-controlled shaker/incubator at 215 rpm and 28 ◦ C for 20 days. The dose rates
selected for this study were selected to provide radiological exposures that did not result in
population-level effects. The health of P. putida cultures was routinely assessed at all sampling
days by measurement of optical density to ensure appropriate comparison to expected values
based on growth curves. All cultures had reached stationary phase by the first sampling point
(24 h after inoculation).

2.2. Radiological treatment

Radiological treatment groups utilising different combinations of 239 Pu and 55 Fe were considered for this study. Radionuclide treatments were added to growth media prior to inoculation. For treatments with 239 Pu, 239 Pu was added from a stock solution in 0.01 M HCl with a
concentration of 30.4 mg l−1 (69.9 kBq ml−1 ). This solution was certified to contain 99.919%
239
Pu by mass as of 7 July 2015.
The use of 239 Pu in this study necessitated the addition of citrate in a ratio of approximately
1000:1 to ensure sufficient complexation of the 239 Pu such that it maintained solubility in the
near-neutral bacteria cultures. Modelling efforts showed that a full complexation of all 239 Pu
would not be achieved at this ratio, however the addition of more citrate than this resulted in
complications with aerated media in past experiments, and this was found to be the ideal ratio
for biological investigations (Hoelbling 2016).
The cultures studied in this paper come from three different experiments as a result of limited space on the incubator platform, though some exposure scenarios were repeated between
experiments to ensure that our results could be replicated. All experiments had associated
control groups, the use of which is discussed in further detail later in this section. Based on
oxidation state measurements of growth media spiked immediately prior to inoculation in similar experiments, the oxidation state of Pu in treatment groups where citrate was added was
found to be primarily Pu(IV) (75%–80%) with the remainder mostly comprised of Pu(V).
After one day of culture growth, the oxidation state of Pu in treatment groups was primarily
Pu(V) (73%–96%), with the remainder Pu(IV), with similar results after five days of growth
(90%–95% Pu(V), remainder Pu(IV)). Pu(V) is the most mobile of the Pu oxidation states, and
beginning with day 1 of this experiment, we can be convinced that Pu is in a reasonably soluble
form.
The concentration of 239 Pu and 55 Fe in the liquid cultures was determined based on target absorbed dose rates that were determined assuming a homogeneous mixture of radionuclides. The experiment considered exposures from 239 Pu and 55 Fe, individually, at a dose rate
of approximately 10 mGy d−1 . Combinations of the two radionuclides were considered at
two different total dose rates of approximately 10 mGy d−1 (5 mGy d−1 from 239 Pu exposure and 5 mGy d−1 from 55 Fe exposure) and 20 mGy d−1 (10 mGy d−1 from 239 Pu exposure
and 10 mGy d−1 from 55 Fe exposure). All solutions, including the control, included the same
quantity of citrate and Fe chloride (regardless of radiological or stable form) to be able to distinguish between radiological and chemical impact, except for one 239 Pu exposure group that
had no Fe chloride added. The various treatment groups are summarised in table 1.
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Table 1. Concentration of all contaminants in all exposure scenarios.

Treatment
group
Control
239
Pu + 56 Fe
239
Pu
55
Fe
239
Pu + 55 Fe
239
Pu + 55 Fe

239

55

56

Dose rate
(mGy d−1 )

Pu
(mg l−1 )

Citrate
(mg l−1 )

Fe
(mg l−1 )

Fe
(mg l−1 )

0
10
10
10
10
20

0
5.2 × 10−2
5.2 × 10−2
0
6.10 × 10−2
2.7 × 10−2

60
60
60
60
60
60

0
0
0
2.1 × 10−3
1.0 × 10−3
2.1 × 10−3

2.1 × 10−3
2.1 × 10−3
0
0
1.0 × 10−3
0

For treatment groups that included exposures to 55 Fe, a solution of 55 FeCl3 (Perkin
Elmer) in 0.5 M HCl was used. The stock solutions were shipped with a specific activity
of 12.6–21.0 mg l−1 (1110–1850 MBq ml−1 ) and diluted with deionised and distilled water
(DDI) to a concentration of 0.42 mg l−1 (37 MBq ml−1 ) immediately prior to spiking the
treatment flasks.
Both FeCl3 and citrate (used for complexation of 239 Pu) have the potential to chemically
influence the sorption and uptake of contaminants in the system, as well as the overall health
of the bacteria. As such, all treatment groups without 239 Pu included the addition of citrate in a
working solution consisting of 0.01 M HCl, including the control group. The working solution
contained approximately 35 mg l−1 citrate. All but one treatment group without 55 Fe included
the addition of stable FeCl3 ; in one treatment group, 239 Pu with citrate was added without any
Fe to examine the influence of the presence of Fe on 239 Pu accumulation in and on bacteria.
A stable FeCl3 working solution was made with 0.5 M HCl and FeCl3 in solid powder form
via serial dilution to produce a working solution of 1.75 × 103 mg l−1 Fe. This solution was
diluted with 0.5 M HCl to create a working solution with a concentration that matched the 55 Fe
solution shipped from the supplier. The working solution was diluted with DDI in the same
volumes as the 55 Fe solution immediately prior to spiking to mimic the process completed for
the radioactive treatments.

2.3. Cell culture sampling

Cell cultures were sampled in 500 µl aliquots from each culture at 24, 32, and 48 h post inoculation. Samples were then collected at day 5 post-inoculation and every five days after for a
20 day growth period (days 5, 10, 15, and 20). The 500 µl samples were centrifuged for 7 min
at 6000 RCF to form cell pellets. The supernatant fluid was eluted and collected in liquid
scintillation counting (LSC) vials. The cell pellets were centrifuged for a second time (3 min,
6000 RCF), and the elution step was repeated, where the eluted supernatant was collected in
the same LSC vial as the first step. The remaining cell pellets were resuspended in 500 µl of
M9 minimal growth media by vortexing. To prevent physical quenching during LSC, approximately 25–40 µl of 30% H2 O2 was added to each sample to breakdown remaining organic
content in the samples. The samples were allowed to rest uncapped after the addition of H2 O2
for at least 20 min and then transferred to LSC vials. Ten millilitres of Optiphase HiSafe 3
liquid scintillation cocktail (Perkin Elmer; Waltham, MA) was added to all samples. The process and resulting sample vials are summarised in figure 1. The total activity of the sample
consisted of the addition of the results of LSC analysis for both the elutant LSC vial and cell
pellet LSC vial.
1202
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Figure 1. Graphical summary of how cell culture samples were prepared for LSC ana-

lysis. After centrifuging, the supernatant media was eluted and collected in an LSC vial.
The remaining pellet was resuspended in fresh M9 media and transferred to a second
LSC vial.

2.4. Ribonucleic acid (RNA) extraction

The presented work is part of a larger study to examine transcriptional changes in P. putida
as a result of low-dose radiological exposure. Extractions of RNA were collected from cell
culture samples and analysed for radiological content for the purposes of controlling potential contamination of sequencing equipment with radiological materials. After determining
that RNA samples contained radiological materials, we opted to collect samples for radiological characterisation to determine if they could be instructive regarding uptake of 239 Pu
or 55 Fe. Internal investigations of the RNA extraction process with 239 Pu and 55 Fe determined that the presence of these radionuclides in RNA samples is not the result of process
flow through and should be attributed to 239 Pu or 55 Fe bound to RNA prior to the extraction
process.
RNA was extracted using the RNEasy kit following manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen,
Maryland, USA). RNA extractions were transferred from the collection vessel (centrifuge
tube) to an LSC vial with 10 ml of Optiphase HiSafe 3 cocktail.

2.5. Determination of radiological content

Samples were analysed for radioactivity using a Tri-Carb 4910 TR liquid scintillation
analyzer (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA). The average of three (biological replicate) control samples for the given sampling day was used for background subtraction. All cell
culture samples were normalised to a 0.5 ml sample volume for direct comparison by
using the total mass of each sample and the simplifying assumption that the density
of the liquid cultures was 1 g cm−3 to account for any variation in sample volume.
RNA samples were also normalised to a 0.5 ml sample because the RNA extraction process dictates sample volumes based on measurement of optical density of the cultures to
assure that the ideal amount of RNA is collected for transcriptomic analysis. As such
sample volumes ranged from 150 to 300 µl and required this normalisation to be directly
compared.
LSC was used as a counting method because of its ability to detect low concentrations of
alpha and weak beta emitting radionuclides. When calculating activity from count rate data,
an efficiency of approximately 100% for alpha emissions from 239 Pu and 42.5% for beta emissions from 55 Fe was applied.
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2.6. Statistical methods

Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) were calculated to determine the correlations between
exposure duration, pellet mass, treatment, pellet fractional activity, and pellet activity
concentration. Pearson’s correlation coefficients are used to show the strength of correlation between two variables with values between −1.0 (when one variable increases, the other
decreases) and 1.0 (both variables increase in response to the other increasing) where 0 indicates no correlation (Ott and Longnecker 2010). For the purpose of this work, two variables
are considered to be highly correlated when the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is r > 0.9 or
r < −0.9, moderately correlated when r ⩾ 0.5, and weakly correlated if r ⩽ 0.5.
Linear regression analysis was conducted to determine if pellet activity concentrations varied with total sample activity day or total sample activity for different treatment groups to gain
insight into the rate of uptake or sorption. The slopes of linear regression models were compared using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) which allows for the comparison of models
based on categorical values (treatment group) with adjustment for the covariate, a continuous
and independent variable (sampling day or total sample activity). The coefficient of determination, R2 , is provided in some cases to indicate the amount of variation in the dependent
variable that can be explained by the independent variable. In all cases, significance was taken
as p < 0.01 unless otherwise noted. All statistical analyses were conducted with Minitab (Minitab18, State College, PA, U.S.), and JMP (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, U.S.) was used to generate
all plots and associated uncertainties.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Fraction of total 239 Pu and 55 Fe activity in cell pellets

Figures 2(a) and (b) show the time series of relative 239 Pu and 55 Fe concentration in cell pellets,
respectively. The fraction of total sample mass that the cell pellet comprises is also included
for comparison. A greater fraction of the radionuclides used was found in the pellet portion of
the sample than would be predicted by mass; while the mass of cell pellets made up 0.25%–
4.4% of the mass of the samples collected, 5.6%–23.4% of 239 Pu and 57.6%–93.3% of 55 Fe
in the cell culture samples was found in the cell pellets. This indicates that the radionuclides
are not homogeneously mixed in the growth media, but instead concentrate on or in the cells
via uptake and/or sorption pathways.
Relative activity of 239 Pu in the cell pellet gradually increases over the course of the 20 day
time series to 12%–20% (figure 2(a)), whereas relative activity of 55 Fe in the cell pellet is
relatively constant at around 80% (figure 2(b)). The higher relative activity of 55 Fe compared
to 239 Pu is to be expected, as Fe is an essential micronutrient.

3.2. Activity concentration of 239 Pu in cell pellets

While these results demonstrate accumulation of both 239 Pu and 55 Fe in P. putida, there is not
a clear indication of any difference between the exposure conditions on the relative activities.
To gain insight into potentially unobserved differences, we considered the concentration of
radionuclides in/on the cells as an activity concentration expressed as Bq of radionuclide per
milligram (mg) cell pellet. For 239 Pu activity, differences in the patterns of activity concentration, figure 3, are difficult to determine. While there may exist some difference between
treatment groups over the sampling time, ANCOVA tests indicate that the slopes of treatment
1204
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Figure 2. (a) (left) and (b) (right) Data presented are means of total sample 239 Pu activity

(a) and 55 Fe (b) in cell pellets at each sample time. Error bars represent the standard error
of the mean. The fraction of the total sample mass that consists of the cell pellet after
centrifuging and supernatant elution is provided for reference and is denoted with the
‘– ’ symbol.

Figure 3. (left) Activity concentration in cell pellets expressed as Bq

239

Pu per mg of
cell pellet are shown as a time series based on sampling time collected 1, 1.5, 2, 5, 10,
15, and days after inoculation. Bacteria cultures contained approximately 122 Bq ml−1
or 61 Bq ml−1 to result in 10 mGy d−1 or 5 mGy d−1 dose rates from 239 Pu, respectively.

group models are statistically indistinguishable except that of the 239 Pu + 55 Fe at 10 mGy d−1
and 239 Pu + stable Fe treatment groups.
3.3. Activity concentration of 55 Fe in cell pellets

When examining 55 Fe activity concentration in cell pellets there is a difference between 55 Fe
activity concentration as a function of time when 239 Pu is present and when it is not (figure 4).
When 239 Pu is not present, the 55 Fe activity concentration rises steeply for the first five days,
and then appears to plateau, suggesting that the cells have reached a point of saturation. When
239
Pu is present, however, 55 Fe activity concentration is about a factor of 4–5 lower and only
1205
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Figure 4. (right) Activity concentration in cell pellets expressed as Bq

55

Fe per mg of
cell pellet. Bacteria cultures contained approximately 181 kBq ml or 90.5 kBq ml−1
to result in 10 mGy d−1 or 5 mGy d−1 dose rates from 55 Fe, respectively.
−1

rises toward the end of the sampling period, which may be explained by stressors in the bacteria
culture related to evaporation of the liquid cultures.
The large differences between activity concentration warranted further investigation, as the
fraction of total 55 Fe activity in the pellet samples was generally 70%–85% regardless of if
239
Pu was present or not (figure 2(b)). The activity concentration of 55 Fe in cell pellets is
plotted as a function of the total 55 Fe sample activity in figure 5. Data were fit with a linear
model to examine the relationship of 55 Fe uptake and sorption in the presence of 239 Pu. Linear
regression models indicated that variation in activity concentration was well accounted for
in all three cases by total sample activity: 55 Fe only (R2 = 0.84), 10 mGy d−1 55 Fe + 239 Pu
(R2 = 0.97), and 5 mGy d−1 55 Fe + 239 Pu (R2 = 0.94) (for all models, p ⩽ 0.0001). The slope
(β) for the model of 55 Fe without 239 Pu (β = 0.167) was about 2× the slope of both the
10 mGy d−1 (β = 0.080) and 5 mGy d−1 (β = 0.087) models and the results of ANCOVA
tests between the different treatment groups confirm that the slopes of both linear regression
models for 239 Pu + 55 Fe and 55 Fe only are statistically different. The ANCOVA test indicated
that the models for 10 mGy d−1 and 5 mGy d−1 are statistically the same. These results indicate
that the presence of 239 Pu hinders or competes with the accumulation of 55 Fe in cells.
3.4. Analysis of correlation

Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were calculated for several combinations of variables
because statistically significant (p < 0.01 unless otherwise noted) correlations provide insight
into potential dependencies or confounding factors. The most instructive statistically significant coefficients are included in table 2.
While radionuclide activity concentration is correlated with the total sample activity of that
radionuclide in all cases, 55 Fe activity concentration is highly correlated with total sample
55
Fe activity in all cases (r = 0.937, r = 0.948, and r = 0.986 for 55 Fe Only, 239 Pu + 55 Fe
10 mGy d−1 , and 239 Pu + Fe55 5 mGy d−1 respectively). Interestingly, however, the strength of
correlation is much less for 239 Pu activity concentration, and total 239 Pu sample activity as compared to 55 Fe, though the correlation is stronger when Fe is present (r = 0.622 239 Pu + stable
Fe; r = 0.901 239 Pu + 55 Fe 10 mGy d−1 ; r = 0.886 239 Pu + 55 Fe 5 mGy d−1 ) than when it is
not (r = 0.343). Plutonium activity concentration in cell pellets is also more strongly correlated
1206
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Figure 5. (right) Cell pellet activity concentration shown in Bq

55

Fe per mg cell pellet plotted as a function of total sample Fe activity (normalised to the same sample
volume). Plotted data was fitted with a linear regression model, where shaded areas
show model uncertainty with a 95% confidence interval.
55

with day (i.e. Bq mg−1 239 Pu in cell pellets increased over the duration of the experiment) when
Fe is present (r = 0.745 239 Pu + stable Fe; r = 0.806 239 Pu + 55 Fe 10 mGy d−1 ; r = 0.732
239
Pu + 55 Fe 5 mGy d−1 ) than when it is not (r = 0.573).
Several metals, including Fe, are essential micronutrients for bacteria and other living
organisms. Aerobic organisms, such as P. putida, may have difficulty with obtaining Fe from
the environment because of its poor solubility at near-neutral pH. P. putida and other microorganisms produce siderophore complexes (high-affinity chelating compounds) to aid the uptake
of insoluble Fe from their environment (Cornelis 2010). Most microorganism produce a range
of siderophores with different affinities for Fe, but a unique feature of P. putida is that its
siderophore production is exclusively in the form of pyoverdines (Joshi et al 2014) which have
an ‘extremely high’ affinity for Fe (Matilla et al 2007) such that it binds with Fe in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio (Kang et al 2018). In addition to their high affinity for Fe, however, pyoverdine
hydroxamate compounds are some of the strongest natural Pu chelating compounds (Lin et al
2019). Plutonium has a wide range of oxidation states and a large physical size, such that it is
often more likely to bond to cell surfaces than undergo transport across the cell membrane in
many cases (Neu et al 2009). In the case of P. putida, however, the production of pyoverdine
siderophores has previously been shown in the literature to effectively transport Pu across the
cell membrane (Neu et al 2010). As such, it is expected that 239 Pu will use binding sites and
pathways designed for Fe uptake and sorption when accumulating in cells, but the stronger
correlation of 239 Pu activity to total activity and 239 Pu activity concentration to day when Fe
is present in some form suggest that the presence of Fe may activate additional pathways that
are used by 239 Pu.
There is a correlation between 55 Fe activity concentration and 239 Pu activity concentration in cell pellets at both 20 mGy d−1 and 10 mGy d−1 dose rates, however the strength
of correlation is much higher for the higher dose rate (r = 0.596 10 mGy d−1 ; r = 0.936
20 mGy d−1 ). The strength of correlation between the fraction of total 55 Fe and 239 Pu activity
in cell pellets also increases with increasing total dose (r = 0.493 10 mGy d−1 ; r = 0.757
20 mGy d−1 ). While it is generally assumed that these accumulation patterns are the result of
chemical characteristics of Fe and Pu, this data may provide limited evidence that there is be
1207
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p = 0.028

239

239

Pu pellet Bq mg−1
Pu pellet Bq mg−1
239
Pu pellet Bq mg−1
55
Fe pellet Bq mg−1
55
Fe pellet Bq mg−1
55
Fe pellet activity fraction

Correlation variables

noted.

Day
Pu pellet activity fraction
Total 239 Pu sample activity
Total 55 Fe sample activity
239
Pu pellet Bq mg−1
239
Pu pellet activity fraction
239

55

—
—
—
0.937
—
—

Fe only

Pu only

0.573
0.781
∗
0.343
—
—
—

239

0.745
0.839
0.622
—
—
—

239
Pu
stable Fe

0.806
0.835
0.901
0.948
0.936
0.757

Pu + 55 Fe
20 mGy d−1

239

Exposure scenario

0.732
0.732
0.886
0.986
0.596
0.493

Pu + 55 Fe
10 mGy d−1

239

Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients for different sets of variables. All values were statistically significant where p < 0.01 unless otherwise
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Figure 6. (left) Plutonium-239 activity (Bq) over the sampling period found in RNA

extraction samples performed on samples of bacteria from cultures containing 239 Pu in
the presence of Fe, as well as with no additional Fe added to culture media.

a radiological component to the patterns of accumulation. More likely, the differences can be
attributed to increased 239 Pu in the cultures, however.
Pellet 239 Pu activity concentration is correlated with the fraction of total 239 Pu activity found
in cell pellets (239 Pu only r = 0.781; 239 Pu + stable Fe r = 0.839, 55 Fe + 239 Pu 10 mGy d−1
r = 0.835, 55 Fe + 239 Pu 5 mGy d−1 r = 0.732). Pellet 55 Fe activity concentration is not correlated with the fraction of total 55 Fe activity found in cell pellets in any case. This is consistent
with figures 2(a) and (b) which show the fraction of total 239 Pu activity in cell pellets increasing
over time while the fraction of total 55 Fe activity in cell pellets remains fairly stable.
3.5. RNA extraction sample analysis

The analysis of RNA extraction samples was instructive when considering our hypotheses
regarding 239 Pu’s potential use of Fe pathways such that uptake of 239 Pu into the cells occurs
in addition to sorption. Reports of bioavailable heavy metals binding to electron-rich sites on
both phosphate-backbones and nucleotide bases of DNA and RNA have been reported in the
literature (Kanellis and dos Remedios 2018), and this behaviour has specifically been observed
with both Fe (Netto et al 1991, Ma et al 2012) and Pu (Andreev et al 2009). Because P. putida
is a prokaryotic organism that lacks a cell nucleus and genetic material floats freely inside the
cell, 55 Fe and 239 Pu found in RNA extraction samples is likely the result of 55 Fe and 239 Pu that
became bound to RNA after uptake into the cells when the metals were in a bioavailable form.
Analysis of 239 Pu in RNA extraction samples is shown in figure 6. Because of the low
activity of the samples, the slope of linear regression models for 239 Pu activity in cultures with
and without Fe was not statistically different from zero (p = 0.07 for samples from cultures
containing Fe and p = 0.11 for samples without Fe). However, for 239 Pu activity in RNA
extractions there was a significant interaction between sample day and whether the cultures
contained Fe.
The activity of 55 Fe in RNA extraction samples, shown in figure 7, is even more instructive.
When 239 Pu is not present, 55 Fe activity in RNA extraction samples grows over the sampling
period (p = 0.002, R2 = 0.77) whereas linear regression analysis of 55 Fe activity in RNA
1209
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Figure 7. (right) Iron-55 activity (Bq) over the sampling period found in RNA extraction

samples performed on samples of bacteria from cultures containing 55 Fe in the presence
of 239 Pu, as well as with no 239 Pu added to culture media.

extractions when 239 Pu is present does not indicate a slope that is significantly different from
zero (p = 0.425, R2 = 0.09).
The analysis of 239 Pu content was less quantitatively conclusive than analysis of 55 Fe,
though this is to be expected in a radiological analysis as a result of their extremely different
specific activities. The increasing quantity of 55 Fe over time when 239 Pu is not present versus
the small, stable amount of 55 Fe activity when 239 Pu is present supports our hypothesis that
239
Pu is competing with Fe and using Fe pathways to enter the cells. While the measurement
of 239 Pu when Fe is present in cultures than when it is not might require a larger sample cell
culture to demonstrate a truly quantitative measurement, the existing data suggests that more
239
Pu is present in RNA samples where Fe was added to cultures, and this is also supportive
of our hypothesis that the presence of Fe is triggering different pathways for 239 Pu to use.
4. Conclusions
The results of this study demonstrate a measurable impact of 239 Pu on the uptake of Fe in
P. putida. The results also suggest the presence of Fe may provide additional pathways and
mechanisms for the uptake and sorption of 239 Pu in P. putida. Comparing the results of this
work to transcriptional results may further explain the patterns of accumulation of both radionuclides based on the induction of metabolically intensive processes like flagella formation/use. While this study cannot quantify or definitively determine uptake vs sorption of radionuclides, the differences in accumulation patterns suggest that both mechanisms are in play
in many of our cultures and the collection of RNA extraction data provided additional support
for this theory. The analysis of RNA extraction samples was a process initially proposed for the
purpose of radiological safety, and, as such, RNA extractions for this study were performed to
mirror the extraction of RNA for transcriptomic analysis. For transcriptomic analysis, bacteria
culture sample volumes are selected based on optical density to ensure an appropriate quantity
of RNA that allows for quality data collection. The analysis of RNA extraction samples, however, provided an instructive set of data for our investigation and may prove useful in future
investigations. However, if this method were to be applied in future investigations, we would
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advise the use of a larger sample for radiological analysis to improve counting statistics instead
of mirroring the sample volumes used for transcriptomic analysis.
Because both radionuclides deposit their energy over short distances relative to the size of
P. putida, evidence of uptake will influence the development of our microdosimetric models
such that multiple locations for radionuclides will be considered. The information provided by
the present study, including its implications on dosimetry, will provide a necessary bridge as
we work to translate the results of transcriptomic analysis into implications regarding effects
of low doses of ionising radiation on bacteria.
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